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Do childrenchoose rationally?This question
matters for several reasons. If children are incapable of choosing rationally, then there is
little point in attemptingto use standardeconomic models to describe their behavior. For
example, models of family bargainingbehavior
assume that family memberseach act rationally
to maximize a utility function. On a more applied level, families and society engage in a
wide variety of paternalistic policies towards
children. These policies use various mechanisms to encouragecertainchoices and discourage or prohibit others. The issue of rational
choice by children is importantboth for justifying this paternalismand for determiningthe
effectiveness of incentive-based mechanisms
for enforcing it. It is also difficult to justify
using data on children's choices to draw inferences about their preferences, or to accurately
predict their future behavior, if the choices are
not rational.
In addition to these reasons, which apply to
children as children, there is the fact that children grow into adults. An understandingof the
development of rational choice behavior over
the lifespan may ultimately tell us something
about rationalchoice by adults. Is the ability to
choose rationally something that is universally
present at very young ages, or does it only
appear at adulthood, or even later? Is rational
choice the rule, or the exception, among children? If rationalchoice is not the rule, then do
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children who reason better also choose more
rationally?
In this paper we report on the results of an
experiment that tests whether children make
rational choices about consumptiongoods. We
studied 7- and 11-year-old children and, for
comparison,college undergraduates.The experiment tests variationson what might be seen as
the most basic requirement for rationality,
namely that choices must obey transitivity.If a
person picks A when given a choice between A
than B, and B when given a choice between B
and C, then barringindifference rationalityrequires that he must pick A when given a choice
between A and C. We also examine how rationality, as measuredby several differenttests of
transitivityand by a simple measure of the size
of the violations, changes with age and mathematical ability.
Section I explains the relevant aspects of the
theory that relates choice behavior and utility
maximization in more detail. This is followed
by a discussion of some previous experiments
on adults and animalsin Section II, and then by
Sections III and IV discussing our protocol and
results, respectively; Section V concludes.
I. Theory
Revealed preference theory began with Paul
A. Samuelson (1938), who showed that it was
possible to think aboutrationalchoice purely in
terms of observable data, without recourse to
unobservableconstructslike utility. HendrikS.
Houthakker(1950) and Sidney N. Afriat (1967)
gave necessary and sufficient conditions for
choice data to be consistent with utility maximization.Hal R. Varian(1982) refinedthe main
theorem in Afriat's paper, and proved that satisfying the Generalized Axiom of Revealed
Preference(GARP) is a necessary and sufficient
condition for choice data to be consistent with
the maximizationof a continuous, concave, locally nonsatiated,and weakly monotonic utility
function. This means that if choices satisfy
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GARP we lose nothing by using standardeconomic models to analyze behavior. This leads
naturally to the idea of testing the otherwise
unobservable hypothesis of utility maximization, by checking to see if some set of observed
choice data is consistent with GARP.1 In this
section of the paper we explain what this test
entails.
Prior theoretical work assumes that choices
are made from continuousbudget sets, defined
by prices and incomes. Since many of our participantshave troubledoing the math needed to
stay within a budget constraint,in our experiment we had them make choices from finite sets
of allowable bundles. This means we need to
restate GARP in terms of choices, as follows.
First, we say that a person directly reveals that
he prefers bundle xi to bundle x when he
chooses x' over x or over a bundle with at least
as much of every good as in x, and more of at
least one. We say that a person indirectly reveals that he prefersx' to bundle x when some
sequenceof directlypreferredrelationsbetween
bundles connects xi to x. GARP then requires
thatif a person directlyor indirectlyreveals that
he prefers x' to x, he cannot choose bundle xl
when some alternativexi with at least as much
of every good as in x, and more of at least one,
is available. We can then state a new version of
Afriat's theorem:If choices satisfy this version
of GARP, they are consistent with the maximization of a continuous,concave, stronglymonotonic utility function.
Figure 1 shows why we need to strengthen
the original requirementsof weak monotonicity
and local nonsatiationto strong monotonicity.
Supposea and b are chosen from the choice sets
A and B respectively, where each choice set
consists of the bundlesindicatedby the dots that
are connected by the respective line. By weak
monotonicity we can conclude u(a) ' u(b),
since when a is chosen something at least as
good as b = (2,3), namely d = (2,4), was in

1 Samuelson's result used the Weak Axiom of Revealed
Preference,which only makes direct comparisonsbetween
choices and does not allow indifference curves to have
straight segments. Houthakkerused the Strong Axiom of
Revealed Preference, which allows indirect comparisons
but maintains the indifference curve assumption. GARP
allows for both indirectcomparisonsand straightsegments
of indifferencecurves. The conclusions in this paperare the
same using any of these definitions of rationalchoice.
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the choice set. However, this is not enough to
reject rationalchoice, since the only other thing
we know is that u(b) ' u(a), by similar logic,
and if u(a) = u(b) then neitherof these choices
is irrational.Local nonsatiation does not add
any bite here, since it only requiresthattherebe
some alternativewithin any given distance of b
that provides higher utility: it does not require
that the alternativeactuallybe in the choice set.
However, if we assume utility functions are
strongly monotonic, we can use revealed preference to test rationality.Now we can use these
choices to say u(a) > u(b), since a was chosen
over d, which by strong monotonicity must
provide more utility than b. A similar argument
would imply u(b) > u(a), since b was chosen
over c = (4,2) which must providemore utility
than a = (3,2). The contradictionmeans that
these choices cannot be the result of rational
choice.
In additionto counting violations, for consistency with other papers we report a version of
Afriat's (1972) efficiency index, a measure of
the severity of the GARP violations.2This measure was developed in the context of budget
sets, and is based on the fact that a choice that
2 We count violations using what we see as the simplest
method. For each of the choices we count one violation as
occurring if that choice, in combination with any of the
other choices, violates GARP. An alternativewould be to
count each such violation separately.
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violates revealed preference can be interpreted
as a waste of money. When a revealed preference violation occurs, the person could have
made some alternativechoice that he revealed
he preferred,instead of the choice he actually
made. The cheaperthis alternativeis, the more
money was wasted by not choosing rationally.
The index e measures the overall efficiency of
the participants'choices, or 1 - e measuresthe
proportionof income that a person wasted by
making the choice that violated revealed preference. An index of one means either no violations or thatan infinitesimallysmall change in a
choice would eliminateall violations. A discussion of the advantagesand disadvantagesof this
index is available in Varian (1991).
To calculate this index with our choice data
we use the implicit prices and incomes from
which our choice sets are derived, and we make
the simplifying assumptionthat the choice sets
are continuous. Revealed preference violations
and the efficiency index were obtainedby using
an algorithm that was modified from Varian
(1995), and which is availablefrom the authors.
II. PreviousExperiments
Economists have done many studies to test
whetherobserved choice data can be reconciled
with the axioms of revealed preference. Some
studies have looked at changes in household
consumption in response to market price and
incomes fluctuations. Such empirical studies
tend to have little power to reject rational
choice, because the observed price fluctuations
are so small and because the data used typically
lumps goods into categories. A classic early
experimentalalternativeis RaymondC. Battalio
et al. (1973), which used data on consumption
choices by women patientsat a psychiatrichospital. The participantsbought goods at a commissary, and the authors arrangedto have the
prices of goods periodically changed by large
amounts, and records kept of individual purchases. Depending on the way in which errors
in the recording of choice decisions are accounted for, they found that between 5 and 50
percent of the participantsmade choices that
violated revealed preference.
One problem with this study, and similar
studies that use either controlled or marketinduced price fluctuations,is that if preferences
change over time, choices made at different
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times cannot be used to test for rationalchoice.
Three more recent papers have used a random
lottery procedure to avoid this problem. This
procedureinvolves giving the participanta list
of intersecting budget sets, only one of which
will be actually implemented.The participant's
problem is to choose so as to maximize expected utility. So long as preferences are
independentof irrelevantalternatives,this procedure elicits the data necessary for checking
consistency with the revealed preference axioms, namely the participant's most preferred
alternative from a variety of different sets of
alternatives.
James Andreoniand John Miller (2002) used
this procedureto look at 142 college students'
decisions about how much money to keep for
themselves and how much to sharewith another
under eight different budget constraints.They
found that 9 percent of the participants had
some violations of the revealed preferenceaxioms. Harbaughand Krause(2000) replictedthis
experimenton children and found considerably
more violations. ReinhardSippel (1997) studied
42 college students' choices for eight different
consumptiongoods, using ten different budget
sets. He found that 24, or more than half, of the
participantsviolated GARP.
Developmentalpsychologists have also done
work on intransitivityin children, but with a
very different focus. The typical experimentis
designed as a test of reasoning, not of choice,
and involves either questions like "If Ted is
older than Bill, and Bill is older than Jim, then
who is older, Ted or Jim?"or similar comparisons of the length or weight of objects. The
generalconclusion of the literature,as reviewed
in LeonardBreslow (1981), for example, is that
while it is difficult to measurethis ability while
controllingfor the developmentof general verbal skills, it appears to develop between the
ages of 7 and 9. It seems quite possible that a
child could performpoorly at transitivereasoning, yet be perfectly able to avoid intransitive
choices.
There is also a relatedliteratureon choice by
animals, focusing on whether choices by pigeons and rats obey the laws of demand, summarized in John H. Kagel et al. (1995).
Typically, in these experiments food is allocated by pushes on levers, and incomes and
prices are varied by limiting the number of
allowed lever pushes and varyingthe amountof
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food dispensed per push. The participantsare
given one budget constraint for about two
weeks at a time, by which time consumptionhas
stabilized. Then the constraint is changed. A
typical experimentwould involve testing for an
inverse relationshipbetween price and quantity
by imposing a new budget constraint passing
through the original consumption bundle, but
with differentrelative prices. They find 87 percent of the rats and 81 percent of the pigeons
reduce consumption of a good when given an
income-compensatedprice increase. Note that
this test of rationalbehavioris much less rigorous than those done on humans.
III. Protocol and Participants

Our experimentis similar in design to those
of Andreoni and Miller and of Sippel. We presented our participantswith 11 differentchoice
sets. Each choice set was a list of between three
and seven bundles, with each bundle consisting
of a numberof small bags of potato chips and a
numberof boxes of fruitjuice. We used goods
that would typically be consumed quickly because we wanted as little possible interaction
between decisions in the experiment and outside influences. Figure 2 shows the choice sets
as dots representing the bundles included in
each choice set. As can be seen by the lines
connecting the dots, the choice sets we used
consisted of all the integercombinationsof bundles on the frontier of a budget set that was
determinedby a fixed income and prices.
The participantswere given a stapledpacket,
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with each page listing the bundles for a single
choice set. We told them they would be asked to
circle the bundle that they liked best from each
page. After they were done choosing we would
pick one page, and they would get to actually
keep the bundle they picked from that page.
Sufficient supplies of chips and juice were
shown to make this promise credible. We told
them not to mark their choice until 30 seconds
were up, and to spend any extra time looking
over the bundles and making sure they had
really picked the one they liked best. It was
clear that 30 seconds was more than enough
time to allow for careful decisions.
After we had gone throughall 11 choice sets,
we repeated the procedure, this time giving
them 15 seconds for each choice set. We told
them to think some more aboutthe bundles, and
make any changes they wanted to. We then
picked one choice set, showed it and their
choice to each participant,and gave them a third
and final chance to change their chosen bundle.
They were then given that bundle in a paper
sack. The script and details of the experiment
are in the unpublished Appendix (available
upon request from the authors).
This protocol provides the sort of data necessary for testing rational choice, namely multiple observations of individual choices from
intersectingchoice sets. Since there is a probability thatevery choice will be implemented,the
participants have an incentive for making
choices thatactuallyrepresenttheirpreferences.
The experiments were done on 31 secondgrade students and 42 sixth gradersin Eugene,
Oregon public schools, and also on 55 college
undergraduatesat the University of Oregon.We
did not recordindividualages, but second graders are generallyabout7 years old, sixth graders
about 11, and these undergraduatesaverage
about 21. The grade-school experiments were
arranged with the permission of cooperative
teachers, and all studentsin their class that day
participated.Since school attendanceis mandatory, and the proportionof children in private
and home schools is small, this method of recruiting participantsensures that our sample of
children is very representative of the local
population.
The undergraduateswere included to provide
a plausibleupperlimit, for this protocol, against
which the amount of rationality in children's
choice performance could be compared. We
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firsttriedusing performanceby graduatestudents
and faculty in economics as our standard.However, these participantsall had some familiarity
with revealed preferencetheory, and in postexperimentinterviews they stated that they were
primarilyconcernedwith avoidingwhatthey saw
as embarrassing
violationsof rationality,andonly
secondarilywith gettingthe bundlesof goods that
they preferred.This preferenceclearly affected
theirbehavior-most pickedcornersolutions,explaining later that they knew this would ensure
their choices would satisfy GARP. (Those who
did not adoptthis strategydid exhibit some violationsof revealedpreference.)To providea more
realisticbaseline,we ran the comparisonexperiment on undergraduate
economics majors.This
was done at the firstmeetingof an undergraduate
intermediatemicroeconomicsclass and before
any mentionof revealedpreferencetheory.
Theundergraduate
experiments
wererunwiththe
same protocol as were the experimentson children.We shouldnote thatcollege undergraduates
arenot only olderthanthe children,but are also a
moreselectgroupin termsof mathematicalability
and generalintelligence.On the otherhand,they
are probablyless motivatedby the actual consumptionof theseparticular
goods. Still,they were
clearlyinterested,and were willing to wait in line
for as long as five minutesafterthe completionof
the experimentto get their chips and juice. We
believe thattheirperformanceis close to the maximumdegreeof rationalitythatwe shouldreasonably expect to find in adultsusing this protocol.
IV. Results and Discussion

We use the results for the participants'final
choices.3In the protocol,the bundlesfrom each
choice set were always presentedto the partici3We also looked at whether changes in choices led to
fewer violations. The second graders made an average of
2.0 changes, sixth graders1.2, and undergraduates0.75. For
each grade we regressed the final number of violations
against the initial number of violations and the number of
choices that were changed. For all grades the coefficient on
the initial numberof violations was positive and significant,
while that on the changes was negative and significant for
the second graders and actually positive, but insignificant,
for the older kids and undergraduates.We interpretthis to
mean thatthe older participantswho change theirchoices do
not have strongpreferencesover these goods to begin with.
We think the close similarity of these results for sixth
gradersand undergraduatesstrengthensthe conclusion that
these groups have similar choice behavior.

TABLE 1-AVERAGE

1543
REVEALED PREFERENCE VIOLATIONS,
BY AGE

Group
Second graders
Sixth graders
Undergraduates
Random (uniform)
Random (bootstrapping)

Average numberof
GARP violations
4.3
2.1*'
2.0
8.91
8.29

Afriat's
Index
0.93
0.96
0.94
0.648
0.749

Notes: The mean numbers of violations and the mean of
Afriat's Index for all the age-groups are less than for random choice at the 1-percentsignificance level, using t-tests.
For the age-groups,** indicates significantlydifferentfrom
the mean directly above at the 1-percentlevel.

pantsin descendingorderby the numberof juice
boxes. We used a consistentorderso thatparticipantscould quicklygraspthe possible consumption choices withouthavingto searchthroughthe
bundles. To check that the order in which the
choice sets were presenteddid not affect violations, we showed the choice sets in four different
orders. We found that ordelings did not have
significanteffects on the severityindex or on the
numberof violationsof anyof the testsof revealed
preference(nor on preferencesfor one good over
another).
Table 1 shows averageviolationsof GARPfor
the threedifferentage-groups.The last two lines
of the tablegives resultsfor two differentversions
of randomchoice, each with 10,000 observations,
where each observationconsists of one choice
from each of the 11 differentbudgetsets. For the
first version we pick each observation'schoice
from a given choice set randomlyand with equal
probabilityfromthe set of possiblechoices in that
simulation.For
set. The secondis a bootstrap-type
each of these observationsthe choices for a given
budgetset are drawnusing weights reflectingthe
proportionof our samplemakingthatchoice from
thatbudgetset. This gives a measureof the number of violations that would be expected from
randomchoice, while incorporatinginformation
aboutpeople's actualchoices, ratherthanjust the
possible alternatives.
Fourresultsare apparentfrom this table.Some
revealed preferenceviolations are present at all
ages. Even the youngest childrenhave considerably fewer and less severe violationsthanwould
be expectedif they were choosingrandomly.The
numberof violations decreases noticeablyfrom
age 7 to 11. From age 11 to 21, there is only a
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GARP

violations

OF GROUP WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF GARP VIOLATIONS

Percentage of group with violations

Number of
Second
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small and insignificantfurtherdecreasein the rationalityof choices.
We then ask whetherthe violations are driven
by a few people making many violations, or by
small numbers of violations by many people.
Table 2 shows the distributionof the numberof
GARP violations, again across the age-groups.
The distribution from the random choices is
included for comparison.
The distributionof violations in our participants is clearly very different than that from
random choice. Even for second graders (the
group with the most violations), 26 percent of
the participantshave no violations, comparedto
2 percent underbootstrapping.For this particular test of rationality,we can say that about 25
percent of the 7-year-olds and about 60 percent
of 11-year-old participantsmake choices that
are consistent with utility maximization. We
can also say that for this test there is no real
increase in rationalchoice from age 11 to 21.
While the temptationis difficultto resist, we
cannot use this table to conclude anythinglike
"only 26 percent of second graderscan choose
rationally"or "11-year-oldsare more than twice
as likely to choose rationallyas are 7-year-olds."
Ourexperimentis only one of a varietyof possible
tests, and participantswho pass this test might
well fail a more rigorousone. Similarly,we cannot concludethat,in general,rationalchoice does
not substantiallyincreasefromthe age of 11 to 21.
We might well expect a larger increase with a
more rigoroustest, thoughit is also conceivable
thatwe would find a smallerone.
The test by Sippel is more difficult than ours
in that it involves choices from nearly continu-
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ous budget sets over ten goods ratherthanjust
two, but he also gives the participantsmore time
to decide (he used 20-30 minutes, versus 9 or
so in our protocol). Given these countervailing
factors, his result that 57 percent of the participantsviolate GARP seems generallyconsistent
with what we find. Andreoniand Miller's study
of altruistic choices finds GARP violations in
only 9 percent of the participants.Their participants face 8 budget sets ratherthan the 11 in
our experiment, and perhaps preferences over
sharing are better defined even than those over
familiar consumptiongoods.
Last we addressthe question of whetherchildren with better mathematicalability are better
at choosing. Our measureof mathematicalability is performanceon the multiple-choice part
of the Oregon Mathematics Problem Solving
Assessment Test. This is an hour-long test that
was designed to measure student achievement
and was administeredto the sixth graderswhen
they were in fifth grade. We had data for 37 of
the 42 sixth-gradeparticipants.The mean score
was 227 and the standard deviation was 11.
Table 3 shows the results of regressions of the
numberand severity of GARP violations in the
last round against performance on this test
score. Nearly identical results were found for
the first round. In both regressions the coefficient had the "correct"sign, in the sense that
higher mathematicalability was correlatedwith
more rational choices. While the magnitudeis
large, particularlyfor the numberof GARP violations, where a two-standard-deviationincrease in the score is associated with a 25percent decrease in the number of violations,
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3-RATIONALITY

VIOLATIONS

ABILITY

IN SIXTH

Average number of
GARP violations

Math score

R2

REFERENCES

AND MATHEMATICAL

GRADERS

-0.0323

Afriat's Index for
GARP

0.000940

(0.0462)

(0.00179)

0.014

0.0078

(37 observations)

neithereffect is statisticallysignificant.We also
found that pelformance on this test was not
significantlycorrelatedwith the numberof choices
that were changed between the first and last
rounds of the experiment.In addition, students
with higher scores were not more likely to decrease their numberof violations, either in general or conditional on the numberof changes.
V. Conclusion
The argumentthatpeople behave rationallyis
central to economics, and the experiment reported in this paper is perhaps the simplest
possible test of economic rationality.It requires
no ability to forecast choices by others and act
strategically,and no ability to think about time
or probabilityin any rigorousway. We just ask
people to choose what bundleof goods they like
from a list of a few alternativepossibilities-in
our protocol, they do not even need to do the
math needed to stay within a budget constraint.
Using this experiment,we find that at age 7
children's choices about consumption goods
show clear evidence of rationality,though also
many inconsistencies. By age 11, choices by
childrenwith below-averagemathematicalability are as rational as choices by adults with
above-averageintelligence, althougheven these
adults' choices show many inconsistencies.
Based on our results, we conclude that, to the
extent the assumptionof utility maximizationis
useful for modeling choice behavior by adults,
it is also appropriatefor children. We are not
claiming that children's behavior in more complicated economic situations,for example those
involvingchoices over time or underuncertainty,
or requiringstrategicbehavior,can be described
using the same models as are used for adults.
These issues are subjects for future research.
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